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Arlington Laboratories is different. We’re a specialist, 
independent manufacturer with extensive experience in 
making earmoulds of all sizes - from newborns to adults. 
We were founded in 1997 and supply both the NHS and 
the private sector.

Quality
We’ll give you a precise earmould each time you place 
an order with us. Our technicians are trained to the 
highest standards and we operate under strict quality 
procedures. Each order is checked prior to despatch 
to ensure that you get the earmould you need and 
ordered.

Turnaround
We provide a fast turnaround for all, whether it’s a 
newborn paediatric order or an adult earmould.

Paediatric orders are despatched within 24 hours of receipt of impression. In fact most paediatric 
orders are sent out the same day as they are received.

All adult orders are despatched within 3 working days as standard. If the order is extremely urgent 
we can despatch orders the same day as receipt. There’s an extra charge for this service.

Product range
We’re proud to offer the most extensive product range available on the market today, with a wide 
range of materials, styles, colours, logos and finishing options. We can now digitally print hard 
earmoulds using our highly accurate 3D printer. This allows for quick and easy duplication, as we 
keep scans on our files for 3 years.

At your service
Our friendly, efficient customer service team are on hand to give you any advice that you may 
need when choosing an earmould. They’ll also be able to track orders and help you with any other 
general queries.

Supporting a national charity
We’re part of Mary Hare Hearing Services. 
It’s a joint venture company part owned by 
the Mary Hare Charity. 

Due to this unique partnership, 50% of all 
our profits go towards Mary Hare School. 
So by choosing us you’re actively supporting 
a charity for profoundly deaf children and 
young people.

Why choose Arlington Laboratories?
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Earmould styles
The choice of earmould style is wide and varied. The degree of hearing loss, together with a 
number of other equally important factors including age, dexterity, cosmetics and modification 
requirements, all need to be taken into consideration as part of the selection process. The 
following descriptions are designed to aid your selection process. Please contact our customer 
service team for any further assistance.

RIC custom mould

A customised mould will commonly be used to overcome retention issues or 
when high in-the-ear gain is required. We make RIC moulds conventionally 
using soft materials so that the RIC receiver can be inserted and held in place 
firmly by the elasticity of the mould material. The standard format for this 
mould is a small and cosmetic meatal tip with a removal cord. If you would 
like a canal lock or even a full shell version please request this on your order. 
Please provide the RIC receiver with your order.

Thin tube custom mould

For use with all micro-bore slim tube or thin tube products when the open fit 
configuration requires modification for improved gain, retention or feedback 
resolution. The standard format for this mould is a small cosmetic meatal tip. 
If you would like a canal lock or even a full shell version please request this on 
your order. Exceptionally large venting remains possible especially with the 
use of CAD designed laser printed moulds. Please provide the thin tube with 
your order.

Full shell

The full shell mould is exceptionally sturdy and lightweight, filling the entire 
concha of the ear for maximum seal. It can be slightly shelled out for better 
appearance and is appropriate for fitting moderate and severe hearing losses. 
It also offers effective sealing to reduce feedback.

Carved shell

The interior of the mould is carved out resulting in an ultra lightweight and 
soft mould offering superb sealing properties even in deformed ears where 
there are inadequate in-ear retention features. This type of mould is suitable 
for severe to profound losses, great for paediatrics and highly recommended 
for pronounced Temporo Mandibular Joint (TMJ) movements.
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Skeleton
The skeleton mould is inconspicuous and allows ventilation of the concha 
area. It is suitable for mild to moderate hearing losses.

Deluxe sculptured skeleton
Similar to the carved shell but in a skeletal form. This style offers superb 
sealing properties for severe to profound losses and is great for paediatrics.

Half phantom
This is basically a skeleton mould with the centre section of the band 
removed. This may ease insertion and removal. It maybe preferred for being 
less conspicuous or if there’s deformity in the concha area.

Half shell
The half shell mould is comfortable with minimum bulk as the helix area is 
removed for ease of insertion and removal. This style may be chosen if 
there’s difficulty inserting the mould or in the case of a very narrow helix, 
deformity in the helix area or for cosmetic reasons.

Canal mould
The canal mould is the smallest possible. It’s comfortable and cosmetically 
appealing. This type of style requires good in-canal retention features 
otherwise it may be difficult to retain in the ear. This is suitable for mild to 
moderate losses and for patients with a deformed pinna.

Canal lock
The canal lock is similar to the canal mould but with a spur along the 
anti-tragal area to help anchor the mould in place. It’s designed to be small 
and inconspicuous, like the canal style, but with superior retention.
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These come in a variety of types and are suitable for high frequency hearing losses where the low 
frequency hearing is normal. Open moulds won’t normally be suitable if high powered hearing aids 
are required as there’ll be feedback problems. There are 3 different types of custom open moulds - 
D, E and F available in gap, claw or ring retention styles (the choice between gap, claw or ring being 
largely patient preference). The acoustic changes that an open mould fitting can achieve will be 
influenced by the type of vent style that D, E or F carry.

D (Half the meatus is cut away)
This consists of a canal portion which just covers the sound tube. The canal 
has a very large vent which will reduce low frequency amplification whilst 
allowing low frequencies to pass through to the ear drum naturally.

E (No modification to the meatus)
There is no outward modification to the meatal portion but this option has 
the largest possible vent parallel to the sound bore. It has a similar effect to 
the type D open mould in reducing the low frequencies, perhaps to a lesser 
degree than types D or F.

F (Meatus removed to concha level)
F has a similar vent opening to type D but consists of a very short canal 
portion, trimmed to concha level. The effect of a short tip may mean 
retention of the mould is more difficult. It should reduce the low frequency 
amplification to the greatest possible extent and a short canal will also 
enhance the passage of high frequency sound. This is suitable for CROS 
(Contralateral Routing of Sound Signals) fittings.

Janssen mould
Provides an open fitting with minimal contact in the canal area. Like the open 
moulds above, this earmould style is suited to patients with a high frequency 
hearing loss.
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Broadcasting mould
The skeleton style earmould is extensively used by reporters, broadcasting 
professionals and law enforcement agencies. A canal style is also available. A 
vent is standard with a curly tube over the ear and a female adaptor.

Custom earphone mould
Custom earphone moulds are perfect for most mobile phone and Bluetooth 
headsets requiring a mini style adaptor. These are ideal for most brands of 
earphones where the sound fidelity of the music is important to the listener.

Solid earplug
Custom fit earplugs provide outstanding noise protection for a variety of 
recreational and occupational environments. The corded plug option allows 
the wearer to place the plugs around their necks when not in use. It’s also 
available in filtered style. 5 different acoustic filters are available offering a 
range from low to very high attenuation, with only the harmful level filtered 
out, while ambient noise and speech level remain clearly audible.

Solid receiver (body worn)
These will be used with body worn hearing aids and some types of FM radio 
hearing aids, with external receiver button which snaps into the mould. Some 
children with very soft or floppy ears may need a wire clip (baby wire). This 
is a flexible dental grade stainless steel wire, encased in a silicone tube that 
bends around the pinna to help keep the mould in place. This mould is 
recommended for severe and profound losses.

Swim plug
Swim plugs are made from super soft silicone to help prevent the ingress of 
water into the ear canal. They’re also available in soft hydro phobic floatable 
silicone.
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Earmould material selector
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Earmould options guide
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Earmould products
Hard
Acrylic is the most commonly used earmould material as it is cosmetically appealing and can be 
easily modified. Fine grade dental acrylic is available in a wide range of colours and tints - exact 
shades may vary.

Options available (Use earmould code above plus option code below when required)

3D printed

A state-of-the-art curing non-allergenic material specifically developed for the 3D printing of 
earmoulds. This revolutionary approach to earmould fabrication utilises advanced CAD modelling 
software and hardware within the manufacturing process, providing styling and vent options 
previously considered impossible.

Heat cure (HEAT) 

Heat cure acrylic is cured under vacuum at a high temperature to provide a mould with excellent 
non-allergenic properties. This production process allows for the evaporation of residual liquid 
providing a crystal clear mould which will not discolour.

Gold plated (GOLD) 

Traditional hard moulds plated in medical grade gold. Excellent non-allergenic properties.

Titanium (TITAN) 

Titanium provides an option for the most severe of allergy cases. These moulds are digitally printed 
in biocompatible, medical grade titanium.

Description   Code

Thin tube custom tip   EM2114TT
Full shell    EM2106
Carved shell    EM2106CS
Half shell    EM2124
Skeleton    EM2107
Half phantom    EM2117
Canal mould    EM2114
Canal lock    EM2114L
Open mould*    EM2122
Broadcasting mould   EM2127
Solid mould (with ring and spring) EM2113

* Please specify style when ordering
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Soft
This acrylic material is thermoelastic, it softens with the body temperature and is available in a 
range of colours. It is cosmetically appealing and can easily be modified. It is recommended for 
fitting moderate to severe losses.

Description   Code

Thin tube custom tip   EM2116TT
RIC custom tip    EM2116RIC
Full shell    EM2112
Carved shell    EM2112CS
Half shell    EM2126
Skeleton    EM2121
Canal mould    EM2116
Canal lock    EM2116L

Options available (Use earmould code above plus option code below when required)

Heat cure (HEAT) 

Heat cure is cured under vacuum at a high temperature to provide a mould with excellent 
non-allergenic properties. The production process allows for evaporation of residual liquid 
providing a crystal clear mould which will not discolour.

Hard flex tip
This combination gives the cosmetic appeal and convenience properties of hard acrylic but with 
the additional comfort and sealing properties of soft acrylic with the addition of a flex tip.

Description   Code

Thin tube custom mould  EM2115TT
Full shell    EM2110
Half shell    EM2125
Skeleton    EM2111
Half phantom    EM2118
Canal mould    EM2115
Canal lock    EM2115L
Solid mould (with ring and spring) EM2104
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Silicone
Silicones offer superior acoustic sealing properties and are suitable for severe to profound hearing 
losses. They are durable, hard wearing and offer minimum risk of allergy or skin sensitivity. All 
silicone moulds come in clear as standard but some types are available in additional colours.

Description   Code

Thin tube custom tip   EM2129TT
RIC custom tip    EM2129RIC
Full shell    EM2108
Carved shell    EM2108CS
Half shell    EM2134
Skeleton    EM2109
Half phantom    EM2133
Canal mould    EM2129
Solid mould (with receiver clip) EM2102
Swim mould    EM2119
Custom earphone mould  EM9399
Digimould ™ carved shell  EM3145
Digimould ™ full shell   EM3108
Digimould ™ carved skeleton  EM3146

Options available (Use earmould code above plus option code below when required)

Soft

Mid

Firm

Molloplast*

Option 
code

Hardness Colours Glitters Fluorescents Logos/
transfers

Shine Standard 
colour

SOFT

MID

FIRM

MOLLO

<30 Shore

30-45 Shore

>45 Shore

35-55 Shore

Clear

Clear

Clear

Pink

* Molloplast is a premium silicone with exceptional hypoallergenic properties. It works well with 
patients who suffer from skin irritation such as eczema and psoriasis.
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Swim plugs
Swim plugs are made from super soft silicone to help prevent the ingress of water into the ear 
canal. They are also available in soft hydro phobic floatable silicone.

Silicone flex tip
A shore rating can be combined allowing a very soft meatal portion that can be chemically bonded 
to a less flexible concha area to create a “flex tip” effect. Available in a variety of colours.

Description Code

Full shell  EM2110FT
Half shell  EM2125FT
Skeleton  EM2111FT
Half phantom  EM2118FT
Canal mould  EM2115FT
Canal lock  EM2115LFT

Hearing protection

Description Code

Swim plug  EM2119*

* Please specify if you require floatable on your order

Solid noise plugs
Custom fit noise plugs provide outstanding noise protection for a variety of recreational and 
occupational environments. Available in comfortable soft, mid or firm silicone. 

Description   Code

Silicone full shell noise plug  EM2137 
Silicone half shell noise plug   EM2157 
Silicone canal sleep plug*  EM2129SL

*Image shown right
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Worksafe PRO - Industrial protection
Specially made for safety at work, these soft silicone filtered earplugs provide both comfort, and 
noise attenuation in work environments. The silicone is highly stable, has high tensile strength, and 
will withstand most chemicals. Each filter is interchangeable, easy to clean and dirt resistant. The 
design of the mould ensures the filter is held securely in the silicone. Choose the filter based on the 
level of noise attenuation you require – the Alpha filter will protect against most situations.

One pair of filters are included with the Worksafe PRO Filtered Noise Plugs - please specify when 
ordering.

Description    Code

Worksafe PRO Filtered Silicone Shell  EM2165
Noise plug     
Worksafe PRO Filtered Silicone Canal  EM2189
Noise Plug     

Worksafe PRO Silicone Alpha Filter  ENG12 - 017
Worksafe PRO Silicone Filter I   ENG12 - 018
Worksafe PRO Silicone Filter II  ENG12 - 019
Worksafe PRO Silicone Filter III  ENG12 - 021

Custom headphone tips
Our custom headphone tips are compatible with most in-ear style headphones, pushing onto the 
earbud. They provide excellent comfort, reduce background noise and give great sound fidelity to 
the listener.

Description  Code

Earphone mould silicone EM9399
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Wilhelmshaven, Germany (EU-ID:1974).
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Musicians filtered custom earmoulds use flat-response attenuators, so that sound heard through 
the filters has the same quality as the original sound, just quieter.

Musicians filtered custom earmoulds attenuate sound across all frequencies rather than just 
low-range and mid-range frequencies, making music more clear and natural sounding. Unlike 
traditional earplugs which introduce a frequency bias, our musicians filtered custom earmoulds are 
designed using soft silicone to protect your hearing, while delivering clear sound across all 
frequencies — available with 10, 15, 25 or 30 interchangeable filters.

The Protector range have a removal handle.

Performer and Protector - Musicians earplugs

Description    Code

Performer 10     EM2149
Performer 15     EM2139
Performer 25     EM2140
Performer 30     EM2150

Description    Code

Protector 10 (with moulded handle)  EM2149H
Protector 15 (with moulded handle)  EM2139H
Protector 25 (with moulded handle)  EM2140H
Protector 30 (with moulded handle)  EM2150H

Performer/Protector is certified in accordance with Regulation (EU) 2016/425 to EN352:2 by PZT GmbH, Bismarckstrasse 2648, 
D-26389 Wilhelmshaven, Germany (EU-ID:1974).



Arlington Laboratories Limited  T: 01635 569346
Greenham Lodge    E: info@arlingtonlabs.co.uk
Pigeons Farm Road   W: arlingtonlabs.co.uk
Thatcham
Berkshire
RG19 8XA

Securing the future 
of deaf children 
and young people

Company no: 3313116    VAT no: 642 3214 72    Registered office: The Pinnacle, 170 Midsummer Boulevard, Milton Keynes, Buckinghamshire, MK9 1FE


